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Demons Are Subject to Us
Bridges explains how to hear the supernatural instruction from God in order to move forward into the blessings on the other side.

I Give You Authority
Life-Study of Revelation
Even as a young boy, Kynan Bridges understood that he was not alone in this world. He sensed the presence of God, but when he rededicated his life to
Jesus in 1996, he also encountered the dark side of the spiritual realm firsthand. For several months, he was tormented by nightmares, demonic attacks, and
the spirit of fear. Little did he know that such demonic attacks on the mind and body were not unique to him. Many people in the church battle with the
realm of darkness, yet they remain silent and therefore stuck in its throes, with no knowledge of how to achieve victory. One night, feeling suffocated in his
sleep, Kynan called on the only name he knew to call upon: the name of Jesus. Instantly, he was set free from the tyrannical grip of the devil. In that
moment, he realized that he had authority over the enemy because the name of Jesus is more than a word used casually in Sunday school—it is the
embodiment of the sovereign power of the kingdom of God. Kingdom Authority provides deep biblical insight into the authority that you possess as a child
of God. You will discover how to invoke God’s Word and the name of Jesus to gain victory over the enemy and take dominion over the powers of darkness
and their torments, finding freedom from fear, depression, lust, sickness, poverty, and bondage of all types.

Invading Babylon
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A kingdom woman gives the devil as much reason to fear as a kingdom man. She lives confidently in the knowledge that Christ died and rose for her so that
she can experience the significance of the destiny to which she has been called. In Kingdom Woman, Tony Evans and his daughter, Chrystal Evans Hurst,
remind women of their calling from God to be free, delivered, healed, and hopeful. The authors bring insight that encourages women to correct distorted
perceptions and understand who they really are in Christ—never settling for less when connected with the One who gives them hope. All believers are
covered by God’s covenant with Abraham. Evans and Hurst want women to know these rights and confidently claim and live by them. The new covenant
offers more than a life of mediocrity. A kingdom woman is called and empowered to live a life of victory through Christ!

90 Days of Power Prayer
Jesus Gave You the Keys to His Kingdom! From the beginning of creation to the ministry of Jesus and throughout the church age, no message has been
more revolutionary, life-changing, or misunderstood than that of the believer’s authority on the earth. In Believer’s Authority Spirit-Led Bible Study, you
will learn how to develop and better understand your own kingdom authority. With each lesson, Pastor Happy Caldwell reveals how every believer can…
Release God’s healing power Set captives free from Satan’s snares Overcome the spirits of fear, depression, and poverty Perform miracles in Jesus’
mighty name The spiritual battle is real, but through these powerful, time-tested scriptural principles, you can be a victor instead of a victim! This course is
designed as a stand-alone Bible study. It may be completed independently by individual students or be used in a group setting, such as a Bible study, a
Sunday school class, a course on the foundations of the Christian faith, or a prayer group.

Acts of the Parliament of the Dominion of Canada
Experience the supernatural as a way of life! Many Christians are frustrated because the kinds of supernatural encounters seen in the Bible are so rare in
their personal experience. But don't be discouraged! It is possible to consistently walk in God's powerful presence. Respected apostolic voice, Kynan
Bridges, invites you to the School of the Presence where you will receive practical teaching on how to wield authority over darkness, enjoy intimacy with
the Holy Spirit, and operate in signs and wonders as an everyday lifestyle! Perhaps you once dramatically felt God's presence or had a miraculous
encounter. Don't settle for an occasional experience. Your spiritual inheritance is to walk in the supernatural as a way of life. Through Pastor Kynan's
revelatory insight, you will: Learn secrets to sustaining a constant flow of God's supernatural power Discover keys to enjoy God's presence 24/7 Change the
atmosphere around you by partnering with the Holy Spirit within you Learn to experience God's Presence and Power every day!

The Power of Prophetic Prayer
Russell McAfee, dynamic yet down-to-earth, is called to minister God's message of salvation through Jesus Christ to the world. From Chicago, Illinois,
Russell is anointed by God to deliver a word that will encourage and empower. He uses his life experiences of growing up poor in the inner city of Chicago
and the trials of being raised by a single mother along with strong biblical teaching to show each believer how to rise above mental and societal barriers to
live under the authority of Christ. In full-time ministry for over 9 years, Russell shares practical life strategies that will confidently carry you through your
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week. Russell's weekly thirty-minute television program as well as more than 7 years spent on local radio in the Hammond and Chicagoland area has
reached thousands. Today, as senior pastor of Kingdom Christian Center, he devotes his entire life to sharing the Gospel and encouraging the Christian to
stay strong and fight the good fight of faith!

Destined to Rule
Praying with Power
The Purpose and Power of Praise and Worship (Large Print 16pt)
It can be difficult gaining courage to press past physical, spiritual, emotional, and relational impacts of a life-threatening diagnosis. These traumatic
situations can often challenge our belief in God's divine healing power. This is my testimony of how God led me through stage two breast cancer. A
transformational story of trauma and triumph that presented opportunities to renew faith and find new life in Him. Through my healing journey, discover
how to take dominion in Christ over everything that has ever tried to destroy you or the ones you love. "How we deal with traumatic situations, will
determine whether they will affect our ability to overcome them and live our best lives." - Yvette Bell, A Paradigm Shift CoachingWhen facing challenging
situations, we find ourselves dealing with other accompanying issues that impact the healing process. In this book you will learn how to gain victory over
challenges that may arise. Those facing trauma or individuals seeking to learn how to assist others to overcome will: Learn how Christ views sickness and
what His will is for us.View trauma as an opportunity to gain newness of life in Christ Jesus.Identify misplaced words spoken and learn how to avoid them
making a negative impact.Become the expert of your life story and share it without fear as a ministry moment that will help others overcome."Yvette Bell's
journey will encourage you to continue in your press. As she shares her story of victory and overcoming that which was designed to steal her joy, your faith
will be increased, and you will come to a better understanding that with God all things are possible." - Pastor Shavon Smith, Shavon Smith MinistriesYvette
Bell is a certified John Maxwell Global Team Member, International Speaker, and Transitional Life Coach with over 25 years of leadership experience. She
is the founder of the Kingdom Authority Prayer Conference and A Paradigm Shift Coaching. Her first book is entitled, "A Paradigm Shift, In the Presence
of the Lord". Yvette has dedicated her life to volunteering and leading with passion in social justice issues and teaching others how to represent the
Kingdom of God in the marketplace. www.AparadigmShiftCoaching.com

Look Up and Live
Dominion
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The world was going crazy, so God began to gather His army and not just the Heavenly Host either; He is also using those He created a little lower than the
Angels. Believe it or not; the prayers of a fervent man or woman avails much. Jessica has always been a survivor but nothing could prepare her for what she
was about to encounter in her new home town of Miracle, Illinois. Seeking a way to fill the empty void in her soul, she decides to take a leap of faith. With
the help of the Parker's, she finds that she has the power to command things to change around her. She is destined for more than she knows and with the
help and support of her new family; she seems to find a new groove until all Hell breaks loose. She must fight to survive; since she has her new friends and
family to protect. Will she come into the knowledge that she is not just a normal teenage girl; will she dodge the arrows that fly by day and the pestilence
that walks in sunlight to make way for the final defeat of the Princess of Darkness?

Kingdom Man
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has been
called a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."

Kingdom Woman
“A kingdom man is the kind of man that when his feet hit the floor each morning the devil says, ‘Oh crap, he’s up!’” So begins this powerful volume from
Dr. Tony Evans, now in softcover. Tony believes that God wants every man to be a world-changer. He skillfully takes readers along a journey through the
principles of biblical manhood, exploring how those who live, work, and minister around a kingdom man benefit from his leadership and care. Men will be
challenged to fully understand their position under God as well as their position over what God has given them. Equipped with these concepts, they can
actively pursue ways to maximize and develop the character qualities of biblical manhood in their lives. As Tony contends, the enemy doesn’t want you to
know it, but you’re not the man you think you are. You’re a whole lot more. Starting now, you can be a kingdom man.

The Kingdom of God in You
The Kingdom of God Inside of You
Look again to See Beyond! You can step into God’s gateway to receive personal insights from Heaven—today. The Gateway to the Seer Realm: Look
Again to See Beyond the Natural is written by a gifted Seer who has years of personal experience interpreting dreams and ministering in the prophetic
realm. Dr. Barbie Breathitt shares valuable insight into understanding the ways of God and the supernatural realms of vision, dreams, healing, and destiny.
You will learn: What the Seer Realm is and why you need to access it. That intimacy and friendship with God are keys to hearing and understanding God’s
ways. The natural and supernatural ways God communicates with you daily. How to walk into an entirely new dimension of revelation knowledge. From
the “Yellow Car Dream” to “Turn Aside to See Your Future” to “Vampire Vapors” and “The Flying Scroll,” you will step into a realm of the impossible
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with the grace and favor of God resting upon you when you read The Gateway to the Seer Realm.

The Law of Dominion
Take The Limits Off Your Faith! Do you ever hear people talk about “getting more faith” or “increasing their faith?” When we buy into this idea, we never
have enough. Though we constantly seek after greater faith, it always feels just beyond our grasp… The Truth is, you already possess all of the faith you will
ever need—both to please God and to release His miraculous power in your everyday life. You simply need to know how to activate it! You’ll learn how to:
See the invisible—and discover God’s supernatural solutions Operate key principles of faith—and unleash God’s unlimited power within you Activate the
law of confession—and agree with God’s Word Expect the miraculous—and watch impossibilities turn around Get ready to take the limits off of God and
experience the power of unlimited faith today!

Authority Over the Powers of Darkness
As much a weapon of spiritual warfare as a guidebook to the rebuilding of a life of obedient service thereafter, believers are empowerred not only to
conduct battle in the spirit realm but also to lay the cornerstone for fulfilling God's purpose in the believer's life. Included are testimonies and anecdotes to
illuminate the continuing victory over demonic possession made possible through life in Christ.

Supernatural Favor
Is divine healing for you? Are you sick and tired of being sick and tired? You can be healed and happy by possessing the abundant life God desires for
you—today! Possessing Your Healing—Taking Authority over Sickness in Your Life challenges the religious constructs that prevent people from walking in
their healing. “Sacred cows” are examined that may be hindering the flow of the power of God in your life. You will be challenged, encouraged,
enlightened—and most of all, you will be blessed when you use the practical keys to unlock God’s promise of healing for born-again believers. Because of
the lack of manifestation of healing in people’s lives and the hopelessness that sickness produces, people have judged God as unfaithful; they do not see
God as their Healer, their personal Great Physician—yet that is exactly what He is. Possessing Your Healing is not written especially for ministers or people
involved in healing ministry—it simply gives every believer the basic principles of the New Covenant and shows how everyone can enter into the reality of
healing. This book teaches you how to be healed!

School of the Presence
When was the last time a Christian hurt you? The demonic trio of slander, gossip, and offense has gained huge momentum both in our society and in the
church. They ruin marriages, relationships, destroy churches, and discredit those in spiritual leadership. Even worse, instead of fighting them, believers
daily aid these spirits. And daily, other believers fall victim. The church's main problem today is a lack of love, forgiveness, and unity. Satan's favorite lie is
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that spiritual attacks always come from outside—that Christians can't hurt each other. But when Pastor Kynan Bridges rips the mask off of the accuser, the
truth is revealed: Satan's spirits of slander, gossip, and offense are determined to tear the kingdom apart, and they use believers to do it—leading to bitterness
and spiritual disease. With a careful study of the Word of God, Pastor Kynan shows a way out. In this book, you will learn how to: Recognize the
devastation of slander Identify the satanic nature of gossip Avoid the temptation to be hurt and offended Release those who have wounded you Use love
and forgiveness as a powerful weapon to walk in victory over the enemy, the accuser of the brethren.

The Manuscripts of the House of Lords
A historian of antiquity shows how the Christian Revolution forged the Western imagination Crucifixion, the Romans believed, was the worst fate
imaginable. It was this that rendered it so suitable a punishment for slaves. How astonishing it was, then, that people should have come to believe that one
particular victim of crucifixion-an obscure provincial by the name of Jesus-had been a god. Dominion explores the implications of this shocking conviction
as they have reverberated throughout history. Today, the West remains utterly saturated by Christian assumptions. Our morals and ethics are not universal.
Instead, they are the fruits of a very distinctive civilization. Concepts such as secularism, liberalism, science, and homosexuality are deeply rooted in a
Christian seedbed. From Babylon to the Beatles, Saint Michael to #MeToo, Dominion tells the story of how Christianity transformed the world.

Dominion
In the Lord’s recovery during the past five hundred years the church’s knowledge of the Lord and His truth has been continually progressing. This
monumental and classical work by Brother Witness Lee builds upon and is a further development of all that the Lord has revealed to His church in the past
centuries. It is filled with the revelation concerning the processed Triune God, the living Christ, the life-giving Spirit, the experience of life, and the
definition and practice of the church. In this set Brother Lee has kept three basic principles that should rule and govern every believer in their interpretation,
development, and expounding of the truths contained in the Scriptures. The first principle is that of the Triune God dispensing Himself into His chosen and
redeemed people; the second principle is that we should interpret, develop, and expound the truths contained in the Bible with Christ for the church; and the
third governing principle is Christ, the Spirit, life, and the church. No other study or exposition of the New Testament conveys the life nourishment or
ushers the reader into the divine revelation of God’s holy Word according to His New Testament economy as this one does.

"The Kingdom of God is Within You"
The Law of Dominion is the 2 book of the Kingdom Teaching Mini-book Series by Dr. J.C. Matthews designed to provide a progressive, yet
comprehensive study of the concepts, laws and principles upon which God's Kingdom operates on earth. The Law of Dominion is a prime law drawn from
the Dominion Mandate given by God to man at Genesis 1:26-28, wherein God establishes man as the ruler of the earth. This declaration of dominion has
profound impact upon what God can do in the earth without the participation of a human being. Understanding the Law of Dominion and its impact upon
man's rights, responsibilities and relationship with God concerning the earth is essential for every believer to know. This book provides an easy to read and
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practical guide through this law and the elements that comprises it to assist believers at every level to walk away with an operative understanding of the
Law of Dominion.

Kingdom Authority
Leading Prophetic Voice Reveals New Insight on Defeating an Ancient Evil According to leading prophetic voice Jennifer LeClaire, the subversive Jezebel
spirit continues to deceive many. She shows, with keen biblical insight, that Jezebel does much more than most believers thought--and that it's time to
expose the deceit and defeat the spirit's insidious work. By pulling back the curtain on this seducing principality, LeClaire picks up where other books on
Jezebel leave off. She demonstrates biblically not only that the Jezebel spirit uses control as a weapon but that it is a mastermind of immorality and outright
idolatry. She also gives spiritual warriors the real-world strategies needed for defeating this dark spirit in the lives of God's people.

Believer's Authority
You are favored by God! Financial miracles. Supernatural multiplication. Divine promotion. These blessings should be normal—not the exception—for every
single Christian. This includes you! Sadly, too many believers are working for God’s favor when Jesus has already provided it. The cross is proof that you
are favored by God. Pastor Kynan Bridges provides a solid, Biblical understanding of what it means to confidently walk in God’s supernatural favor… every
day of your life. Receive vital keys enabling you to successfully live out this lifestyle of favor, such as: • Recognizing what supernatural favor looks like
and learning how to walk in it • Activating the Blessing of Abraham in your life • Experiencing a downpour of God’s unlimited supply • Living in the
overflow of abundant blessing so you can share it with others Wherever you are in life, get ready to experience a miraculous shift in your finances, health,
marriage, and calling as you start walking in God’s supernatural favor.

Praying with Authority and Power
The groundbreaking Prayer Warrior Series culminates with C. Peter Wagner's most personal insights yet into the dynamics of prayer ad spiritual warfare.
Dr. Wagner reveals his personal approach to prayer as he provides you with practical steps for deepening and strengthening your own prayer life. Praying
with Power will encourage you as it leads you into intimate personal, life-changing communication with your Father, the almighty God. Dr. Wagner
answers personal, practical questions about prayer including: How can I make my prayers more effective? How can I hear God better? How can I pray for
my community? How do I network with like-minded prayer warriors? As a missionary for almost 20 years in Bolivia, Dr. Wagner's interesting insights
about witchcraft, two-way prayer, and corporate prayer introduce concepts you may not have previously considered. Also provided are steps for
establishing a prayer ministry in your church or small group, and how to use prayer to heal past wounds. Discover today that Praying with Power brings you
closer to God.

Desiring God
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Every move of the Spirit of God throughout history has led up to this moment in time. From the days of John the Baptist God has been restoring His
Kingdom on the earth. When Jesus came on the scene He declared saying, the time is fulfilled, repent (change your mind) and believe the Gospel of the
Kingdom. The message of the Kingdom is a message of dominion, authority and purpose. According to Apostle Peter every born again believer is part of
the priesthood of kings. Most believers are well acquainted with their priesthood but do we understand our kingship and how to walk in it? As a priesthood
we can worship the Father in Spirit and Truth, sing, pray and prophesy. But what about our kingship? Throughout this book the Holy Spirit reveals this
pivotal mystery of every believer's kingship. Jesus is the Kings of kings, discover who these kings are and take your position in Jesus? Kingdom revolution.

Life-Study of Genesis
You were transformed to transform your world! For too long, Christianity has been defined by a false concept of church. As a result, believers have built
walls around their lives, keeping culture at a distance. As Christians have tried to keep culture out of the church, unfortunately, the church has kept itself out
of the culture. This was never Jesus’ design for the your life! Before church was established as a place that people “came to,” Jesus instituted it as an army
that brought transformation to society, starting with salvation and continuing with seven spheres of influence: Church, family, education, government,
media, arts, and commerce. Six revolutionary voices in the modern church deliver Invading Babylon. This essential guide will equip you to: Understand
your vital role in shaping society. Release God’s will in your sphere of influence. Become an unstoppable citizen in God’s Kingdom. It’s your time to arise
and be a light in a dark world.

Awaiting a Savior: The Gospel, the New Creation and the End of Poverty
This is the Word of Dominion--of Authority and Power--which we have been given by God to establish His Kingdom in the earth and to cast out the
kingdom of darknes

The Kingdom
Nationally known pastor, Bill Winston brings this powerful message of God's provision, healing, and more that is already resident in the believer and
available to those who will seek God's direction. If the Kingdom of God is in us, why aren't we living lives of greatness in our world? Bill Winston
recognizes that there are two kingdoms at work in this world, and tragically, even within the church, the majority of people are still living under the
destructive lies and patterns of Satan's rule. They don't have the power and provisions of God - wisdom, understanding, peace, joy, health, abundant
material provision, life-changing ministry, and so much more - because they simply have not recognized the kingdom in them. The promises of God rarely
come from some outside sovereign work of God, but from the kingdom already inside. The pastor of one of America's fastest growing churches, Winston
helps believers to start walking their faith out in miraculous ways. Why? We have a power within us that is supernatural and flies in the face of the world's
arrogant - but ultimately inadequate - self-reliance on human understanding and effort. With the faith of a child, even as small as a mustard seed, we
unleash God's provision and power in our lives not by focusing on what we want, but by asking what the King of the Kingdom, God Almighty, wants us to
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accomplish. We quickly discover that our "grand dreams" and aspirations are miniscule in light of the greatness He has in store for us to do. This book is
not for Christians who are complacent and desire the status quo. This is a soul-changing book that will turn the timid into the bold, and result in miracles
that will build God's Kingdom right here and right now.

The Gateway to the Seer Realm
Respected speaker and author Rebecca Greenwood encourages readers to claim their place in God's kingdom and equips them to carry out the dominion
mandate that is still in effect.

The Spiritual Warrior's Guide to Defeating Jezebel
Every manufactured product was made to function within the context of specified guidelines and an ideal environment in order to achieve its maximum
performance. The presence of God is the established ideal atmosphere in which mankind was designed to function. From more than 30 years of ministry,
teaching, and study, Dr. Myles Munroe presents rock-solid, time-tested principles that break new ground in the exploration of the complex issues of praise
and worship In this engaging and authoritative work you will learn: The key to maximizing your full life on earth Why God placed man in the garden of
Eden The purpose and priority of the presence of God The seven dimensions of praise The purpose and power of personal and corporate worship How to
practice and protect the presence of God in your life Much, much more!

Invading the Heavens
Civil Aeronautics Authority Reports
In the hectic pace of day-to-day life, prayer can easily be forgotten and neglected. But Pastor Kynan Bridges is convinced that once believers recognize the
power of daily prayer, they will never hesitate to come before God’s throne. In this 90-day devotional, he walks through the purpose, the biblical basis, and
the uplifting content of ninety different prayers, including: Prayer for protection Prayer for deliverance Prayer for forgiveness Prayer for overcoming fear
Prayer for marriage and relationships Prayer for seeing the unseen Prayer for transformation Prayer for overcoming stress In an easy-to-read format, this
devotional is ideal for anyone looking to begin a daily habit of powerful prayer or to refresh and rejuvenate their prayer life. It features ninety daily
Scripture passages, reflections, and power prayers.

Unmasking the Accuser
"Marcus Laughlin has done the body of Christ a great service in writing Setting Your Compass to Impact the World. Marcus writes what he lives. Using
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Scripture as his guide, he gives personal examples and practical insights to believers as to how they can be 'salt and light' in the culture and community in
which they live. I wholeheartedly recommend this book to any believer who is serious about wanting live, on a daily basis, the faith they profess." --Dr.
Jarrett Stephens, teaching pastor, Prestonwood Baptist Church "Setting Your Compass to Impact the World begins with a simple assertion that we must first
know that we are loved by God. This trusting that God is love can lead us by faith to trust His plan for our life. We were created with gifts or abilities to
fulfill God's plan and not our own. Ultimately this book helps each of us discover our purpose is to glorify God by fulfilling our loving Savior's plans for
our lives. It's time to reset our compass on the King and His kingdom." --Mike Fechner, president and founder, HIS Bridgebuilders

The Manuscripts of the House of Lords: 1695-1697 (H.L. 18)
"I believe that we are called to demonstrate the life of Jesus as resurrected Lord and Master. I believe that the Lord called us to heal the sick, cleanse the
lepers, and raise the dead! I believe that the resurrection of the dead belongs to the church. And I believe that this study will help us get closer to attaining
that reality. We will see more results in spiritual things once we understand that we are spiritual beings and that we have power over the forces of evil."¿ Dr.
Christian Harfouche in Authority Over the Powers of Darkness

Kingdom Living: How to Activate Your Spiritual Authority
Fully revised and updated, this handbook shows readers how to exercise authority in the spiritual realm, providing protection for themselves and others and
transforming lives.

Setting Your Compass to Impact the World
What causes poverty, and what am I supposed to do about it? This book reminds readers that even as we are responsible for pursuing biblical solutions to
poverty, our hope for truly resolving it comes not from the good we do, but from the return of Christ, who will put an end to all sin, suffering, and death as
he brings about the new creation.

The Power of Unlimited Faith
Prayer releases the atmosphere of heaven into the earth.If prayer can alter the course of history and reshape the world, then why don’t believers pray more?
Prophetic prayer is so much deeper than a religious exercise; it is actually the supernatural catalyst that enables us to experience the power and presence of
God in every area of our lives. If believers only knew the power of prophetic prayer, they wouldn’t struggle to bend the knee. Through biblical study and
practical questions,The Power of Prophetic Prayer will take readers on a spiritual discovery of the unique words, convictions, and declarations God is
longing to hear from each one of His followers. “We are not victims! God hasn’t called us to sit back and watch life happen. Instead, He has called us to
partner with the Holy Spirit in prophetic prayer.”
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Possessing Your Healing
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